The cover art is a rendition of Padre Silverio Chum Vicente,
whom we first met in July of 2011 on an exploratory trip
which led to our current twining relationship with San Jose,
in El Rodeo, Guatemala. We had previously twinned with
San Francisco de Asís in La Union, Honduras from 20042011. Like an image of the unarmed Savior riding on a donkey intent to square off against the injustice of misguided
worldly power and the principalities of evil—the image of
Padre Silverio riding his horse to a remote mission—has a
certain Don Quixote sense to it. Yet unlike the Knight Errant, Silverio hasn’t been fighting illusory windmills in his
quest to right the “wrongs” of the world. He’s been caring
for the poorest of the poor. With parishioners lacking access to basic health care, he’s embraced the notion of “Jesus
as healer” by prioritizing a doctor, a clinic, and a clean water project in the parish. In this, lives are saved (see Raul
Lozano’s article.) He’s also promoted a building project, fixing up houses for people living in houses with dirt floors
and dilapidated roofs. A new metal roof for the church has
recently be completed as well (see photo.)
All this to say that Fr. Silverio has been transferred to a
much bigger parish of 184 aldeas (whereas San Jose has 18
aldeas.) The new pastor of San Jose is now Fr. Geldy Williams Barrios Gonzalez. We began mutual discussions with
Fr. Geldy about continuing our sister parish relationship and agreed to a discernment period until
the building team goes…..which is tentatively scheduled for November 9-16. As part of these deliberations, Fr. Geldy will be sending us his goals and vision as soon as he talks with parish leaders and
gets a better feel for the parish.
This last trip was a good one! Parishioners of San Jose did an excellent job with coordination. We
had large crowds, worked hard, and still had reason to laugh a lot! It’s a great hope for the world to
see people come together—transcending race, culture, language, and economic status—working
side by side to bring healing. Dr. Esdras
(from our previous sister parish in Honduras) joined us, Dr. Luis Lang brought dental students, and once again…we had just
an excellent core team and group from our
parish! Thanks for all the prayers, the financial support, the medicine contributed,
and all the other various forms of help!
Blessings, Tom Reichert
treichert@saintjosephcc.org

Saving Lives
by Raul Lozano
This was my first time
attending a mission trip
with the Saint Joseph medical mission group. I have
been to missions before
but still I did not know
what to expect from this
trip as this was my first
medical mission. There are
two moments in particular
that I would like to share
with you all. One was the
“official” meeting with the new priest who was
just recently assigned to our sister parish. I was
asked to translate for this initial meeting. Father
Geldi asked Tom, our group leader, why he was
referring to a reciprocal help between parishes.
He wanted to know “What do the parishioners of
El Rodeo give to the parishioners of Saint Joseph
in Marietta?” Tom answered that what we learn
from them, the time we share with them, their
friendship, and the blessing of being able to work
with our brothers and sisters in need is what we
bring back to our community in Marietta.

cases of diabetes and they
were so poor that they
could not even afford the
bus fare from their village
to go to the parish in El Rodeo to see a doctor. The
doctors confirmed that if
those patients had not
sought treatment, they
would not have much more
time left to live. It was at
this time that it clicked that
WE, (when I say “we”, I
mean the entire parish),
medicine donors, doctors,
volunteers, Monsignor Walsh, dental staff, translators, the local team in Guatemala—WE ALL
helped in healing the sick—but most important—
IN SAVING LIVES.
I feel blessed to have been a part of this parish
and this medical mission group. The help that our
parish has been able to provide to these communities in need is direct…real…and first hand.

For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was
thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger
and you welcomed me, I was naked and you
clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in
The second moment I want to share is when we
were on the bus on our way back at the end of the prison and you came to me.”
Matthew 25:35-36
day. I was helping as a translator to the doctors
and I was doing a self recap of the day. Two patients came to my mind. They both had severe
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